MODEL 305R TWO VALVE TRADITIONAL STYLE MANIFOLD
MODEL 305RT2 TWO VALVE

NOTES:
1/2-14 NPT PROCESS CONNECTION WITH OPTIONAL FLANGE ADAPTER
7/16-20 BOLTS FOR TRANSMITTER MOUNTING
1/4-18 NPT ON MANIFOLD FOR PROCESS CONNECTION WITHOUT FLANGE ADAPTERS

ROSEMOUNT INC. CERTIFIES THESE DRAWINGS ARE IN ACCORDANCE WITH ROSEMOUNT ENGINEERING SPECIFICATIONS AND ACCURATELY REPRESENT THE EQUIPMENT FURNISHED.

INFORMATION WITHIN THIS DOCUMENT MAY CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. NOT INTENDED FOR ENGINEERING USE. REFERENCE ROSEMOUNT PRODUCT DATA SHEETS FOR ENGINEERING INFORMATION.
MODEL 305R THREE VALVE TRADITIONAL STYLE MANIFOLD

MODEL 305RT3 THREE VALVE

MODEL 305R THREE VALVE TRADITIONAL STYLE MANIFOLD

MODEL 305RT3 THREE VALVE